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ABSTRACT
Large knowledge bases are being developed to describe entities, their attributes, and their relationships to other entities. Prior research mostly focuses on the construction
of knowledge bases, while how to use them in information
retrieval is still an open problem. This paper presents a
simple and effective method of using one such knowledge
base, Freebase, to improve query expansion, a classic and
widely studied information retrieval task. It investigates
two methods of identifying the entities associated with a
query, and two methods of using those entities to perform
query expansion. A supervised model combines information
derived from Freebase descriptions and categories to select
terms that are effective for query expansion. Experiments
on the ClueWeb09 dataset with TREC Web Track queries
demonstrate that these methods are almost 30% more effective than strong, state-of-the-art query expansion algorithms. In addition to improving average performance, some
of these methods have better win/loss ratios than baseline
algorithms, with 50% fewer queries damaged.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decade, large, semi-structured knowledge
bases or knowledge graphs have emerged that are less structured than typical relational databases and semantic web
resources but more structured than the texts stored in fulltext search engines. The weak semantics used in these
semi-structured information resources is sufficient to support
interesting applications, but is also able to accommodate
contradictions, inconsistencies, and mistakes, which makes
them easier to scale to large amounts of information. Freebase, which contains 2.9 billion ‘facts’ (relationships and
attributes) about 48 million ‘topics’ (entities) is one wellknown example of this class of resources.
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Typically the information in a knowledge base is organized
around entities and relations. Knowledge base entities correspond to real-world entities and concepts (e.g., Carnegie
Mellon University). Most entities have brief text descriptions, attributes, and typed relations to other entities. For
example, in Freebase the basketball player Michael Jordan
is represented by an object that is linked to a brief text description, attributes such as his career statistics, categories
such as people and athlete, and related entities such as
Chicago Bulls.
Although Freebase and other knowledge bases contain information that can improve understanding of a topic, how
to use it effectively for information retrieval tasks is still an
open problem. An intuitive use is query expansion, which
generates expansion terms to enhance the original query
and better represent user intent. Most recently, Dalton
et al. [13] did query expansion using entity names, aliases
and categories with several methods of linking entities to
the query. They enumerate all possible expansion queries
from combinations of linking methods, expansion fields,
and hyper-parameters, and treat every expansion query’s
ranking scores for documents as features of a learning to
rank model. However, the effectiveness on the ClueWeb09
and ClueWeb12 web corpora is mixed when compared with
strong, state-of-the-art query expansion baselines. Given
their thorough exploration of Freebase information and use
of supervision, it seems that expansion using Freebase is a
rather complicated and challenging task, in which existing
techniques can only provide moderate improvements. How
to do query expansion using Freebase in a both simple and
effective way, especially on web corpora, remains an open
problem.
This paper focuses on query expansion and presents several simple yet effective methods of using Freebase to do
query expansion for a web corpus. We decompose the problem into two components. The first component identifies
query-specific entities to be used for query expansion. We
present implementations that retrieve entities directly, or
select entities from retrieved documents. The second component uses information about these entities to select potential query expansion terms. We present implementations
that use a tf.idf method to select terms, and category information to select terms. Finally, a supervised model is
trained to combine information from multiple sources for
better expansion.
Our experiments on the TREC Web Track adhoc task
demonstrate that all our methods, when used individually,
are about 20% more effective than previous state-of-the-art

query expansion methods, including Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) on Wikipedia [27] and supervised query expansion [4]. In addition to these improvements, experimental
results show that our methods are more robust and have
better win/loss ratios than state-of-the-art baseline methods, reducing the number of damaged queries by 50%. This
makes query expansion using Freebase more appealing, because it is well-known that most query expansion techniques
are ‘high risk / high reward’ insofar as they often damage
as many queries as they improve, which is a huge disadvantage in commercial search systems. The supervised model
also successfully combines evidence from multiple methods,
leading to 30% gains over the previous state-of-the-art. Besides being the first to improve query expansion this much
on the widely used ClueWeb09 web corpus, the methods
presented here are also fully automatic.
The next section provides a more in-depth discussion of
prior research on query expansion. Section 3 provides a
background description of Freebase which is essential to this
paper. New methods of using Freebase for query expansion are discussed in Section 4. Experimental methodology
and evaluation results are described in Sections 5 and 6 respectively. The last section summarizes the paper’s contributions and discusses several interesting open problems
suggested by this research.

2.

RELATED WORK

Usually queries to web search engines are short and not
written carefully, which makes it more difficult to understand the intent behind a query and retrieve relevant documents. A common solution is query expansion, which uses a
larger set of related terms to represent the user’s intent and
improve the document ranking.
Among various query expansion techniques, Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) algorithms are the most successful. PRF assumes that top ranked documents for the original query are relevant and contain good expansion terms.
For example, Lavrenko et al.’s RM model selects expansion
terms based on their term frequency in top retrieved documents, and weights them by documents’ ranking scores:
X
s(t) =
p(t|d)f (q, d)
d∈D

where D is the set of top retrieved documents, p(t|d) is the
probability that term t is generated by document d’s language model, and f (q, d) is the ranking score of the document provided by the retrieval model [17]. Later, Metzler
added inverse document frequency (IDF) to demote very
frequent terms:
X
1
(1)
s(t) =
p(t|d)f (q, d) log
p(t|C)
d∈D

where p(t|C) is the probability of term t in the corpus language model C [20].
Another famous PRF approach is the Mixture Model by
Tao et al. [26]. They assume the terms in top retrieved documents are drawn from a mixture of two language models:
query model θq and a background model θB . The likelihood
of a top retrieved document d is defined as:
X
log p(d|θq , αd , θB ) =
log(αd p(t|θq ) + (1 − αd ) p(t|θB )).
t∈D

αd is a document-specific mixture parameter. Given this
equation, the query model θq can be learned by maximizing the top retrieved documents’ likelihood using EM. The
terms that have non-zero probability in θq are used for query
expansion.
Although these two algorithms have different formulations, they both focus on term frequency information in the
top retrieved documents. So do many other query expansion algorithms [11, 18, 22, 28]. For example, Robertson et
al.’s BM25 query expansion selects terms based on their appearances in relevant (or pseudo relevant) documents versus
in irrelevant documents [24]. Lee et al. cluster PRF documents and pick expansion terms from clusters [18]. Metzler
and Croft include multi-term concepts in query expansion
and select both single-term concepts and multi-term concepts by a Markov Random Field model [22].
The heavy use of top retrieved documents makes the effectiveness of most expansion methods highly reliant on the
quality of the initial retrieval. However, web corpora like
ClueWeb09 are often noisy and documents retrieved from
them may not generate reasonable expansion terms [3, 14].
Cao et al.’s study shows that top retrieved documents contain as many as 65% harmful terms [4]. They then propose
a supervised query expansion model to select good expansion terms. Another way to avoid noisy feedback documents
is to use an external high quality dataset. Xu et al. proposed a PRF-like method on top retrieved documents from
Wikipedia, whose effectiveness is verified in TREC competitions [14, 27]. Kotov and Zhai demonstrated the potential
effectiveness of concepts related to query terms in ConceptNet for query expansion, and developed a supervised method
that picks good expansion concepts for difficult queries [15].
Another challenge of query expansion is its ‘high risk /
high reward’ property, that often as many queries are damaged as improved. This makes query expansion risky to
use in real online search service because users are more sensitive to failures than successes [8]. Collins-Thompson et
al. [11] address this problem by combining the evidences
from sampled sub-queries and feedback documents. CollinsThompson also propose a convex optimization framework to
find a robust solution based on previous better-on-average
expansion terms [9, 10]. The risk is reduced by improving
inner difference between expansion terms, and enforcing several carefully-designed constraints to ensure that expansion
terms provide good coverage of query concepts.
The fast development of Freebase has inspired several
works that use Freebase in query expansion. Pan et al.
use the name of related Freebase objects [23]. The related objects are those whose names exactly or partially
match the original query, or have a neighbor whose name
matches. Dempster-Shafer theory is used to select expansion terms that have supporting evidence from different objects. More recently, Dalton et al.’s entity query feature
expansion (EQFE) method explores many kinds of information in Freebase. [13]. They link query to Freebase objects
by query annotation, keyword matching, and annotation of
top retrieved documents. The name, alias, Freebase types,
and Wikipedia categories of linked entities are considered
as possible expansion phrases. The combination of different
linking methods, different expansion fields of linked entities,
and different values of hyper-parameters are enumerated to
generate a vast amount of expansion queries. A document’s
ranking scores with all expansion queries are treated as fea-
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Figure 1: A sub-graph of Freebase.

tures for a learning to rank model. Their methods show
great improvements on a cleaner corpus (Robust04), but
their effectiveness on noisier web corpora (ClueWeb09 and
ClueWeb12) is mixed compared with state-of-the-art expansion baselines. To the best of our knowledge, it remains unclear how to use Freebase for effective query expansion on
web corpora.

3.

FREEBASE OVERVIEW

Freebase1 is a large public knowledge base that contains
semi-structured information about real world entities and
their facts. By July 21st, 2015, Freebase contained 48 million entities and 2.9 billion facts, which makes it the largest
among public knowledge bases such as Open Information
Extraction [2], NELL [5] and DBPedia [19].
The information in Freebase is organized as a graph, as
shown in Figure 1. An entity (object) is expressed as a node
in the graph with a unique Machine Id. An edge in the graph
links an entity to another entity or its attribute. There are
many kinds of edges in Freebase, representing different facts.
For example, in Figure 1, The Brothers Grimm is connected
to Terry Gilliam by a Directed_by edge, showing that the
movie The Brothers Grimm is directed by the director Terry
Gilliam. This research mainly explores some of Freebase’s
facts, as listed Table 1. For an object’s textual fields, such
as ‘name’ and ‘description’, only the English text is used.
Another resource used in this research is Google’s
FACC1 [1] annotations, which link Freebase objects to documents in the well-known ClueWeb09 and ClueWeb12 web
corpora. The annotation was done automatically by Google.
The annotation is of good quality and is tailored to favor
Precision over Recall. In a small scale manual examination,
the Precision was 80% to 85%; the Recall, although hard to
estimate, is believed to be 70% to 85% [1].

4.

Description
Unique Id
English Key (if any)
Object’s Name
Text Description
Category (if any)

EXPANSION USING FREEBASE

4.1

Unsupervised Expansion Using Freebase

We perform unsupervised query expansion using Freebase
in two steps: object linking and term selection. In object
linking, we develop implementations that retrieve objects
directly, or select them from annotations in top ranked documents. In term selection, we also present two implementations: one uses the tf.idf information from object descriptions; the other uses similarity of query and the term’s distributions in Freebase’s categories.
Formally, given a query q, and a ranked list of documents
from initial retrieval D = {d1 , ...dj ..., dN }, the goal of the
object linking step is to generate a ranked list of Freebase
objects O = {o1 , ...ok ..., oK }, with ranking scores r(O) =
{r(o1 ), ...r(ok )..., r(oK )}. The goal of term selection is to
find a set of expansion terms T = {t1 , ...ti ..., tM } and their
scores s(T ) = {s(t1 ), ...s(ti )..., s(tM )} from linked objects
using their descriptions e(O) = {e(o1 ), ...e(ok )..., e(oK )} and
Freebase categories C = {c1 , ...cu ..., cU }.

4.1.1

Linking Freebase Objects to the Query

Our first linking method retrieves objects directly. The
query q is issued to the Google Search API2 to get its ranking
of objects O with ranking scores rs (O). The ranking score
ranges from zero to several thousands, with a typical long
tailed distribution. We normalize them so that the ranking
scores of each query’s retrieved objects sum to one.
Our second approach selects related objects from the
FACC1 annotations in top retrieved documents. It is a common assumption that top retrieved documents are a good
representation of the original query. Intuitively the objects
that appear frequently in them shall convey meaningful information as well. We utilize such information by linking
the query to objects that are frequently annotated to top
retrieved documents.
Specifically, for a query q’s top retrieved documents D, we
fetch their FACC1 annotations, and calculate the ranking
score for object ok as:
X
|F |
.
(2)
rf (ok ) =
tf (dj , ok ) log
df (ok )
dj ∈D

In this section we introduce our methods of using Freebase for query expansion. We first discuss our unsupervised expansion methods utilizing different information from
Freebase. Then we propose a supervised query expansion
method to combine evidence from our unsupervised methods.

In Equation 2, tf (dj , ok ) is the frequency of object ok in
document dj ’s annotations, and df (ok ) is the total number
of documents ok is annotated to in the whole corpus. |F | is
the total number of documents in the corpus that have been
|
in Equation
annotated in the FACC1 annotation. df|F
(ok )
2 serves as inverse document frequency (IDF) to demote
objects that are annotated to too many documents. rf (ok )

1

2
https://developers.google.com/freebase/v1/
getting-started

http://www.freebase.com/

is normalized so that ranking scores of each query’s objects
sum to one.

4.1.2

Selecting Expansion Terms from Linked Objects

We develop two methods to select expansion terms from
linked objects.
The first method does tf.idf based Pseudo Relevance Feedback (PRF) on linked objects’ descriptions. PRF has been
successfully used with Wikipedia articles [3, 14, 27]. It is
interesting to see how it works with Freebase.
Given the ranked objects O and r(O), a term’s score is
calculated by:
X tf (e(ok ), ti )
|E|
× r(ok ) × log
(3)
sp (ti ) =
|e(o
df
(ti )
k )|
o ∈O
k

where tf (e(ok ), ti ) is the term frequency of ti in o’s description, |e(ok )| is the length of the description, df (ti ) is the
document frequency of ti in the entire Freebase’s description
corpus E. |E| is the total number of entities in Freebase that
have a description.
Our second term selection method uses Freebase’s entity
categories. Freebase provides an ontology tree that describes
entities at several levels of abstraction. We use the highest
level in the ontology tree, such as /people and /movie, to
make sure sufficient instances exist in each category. There
are in total U = 77 first level categories in Freebase. The descriptions of entities in these categories are training data to
learn the language models used to describe these categories.
Our second approach estimates query and terms distributions on categories, and selects terms that have similar
category distributions with the query.
The distribution of a term in Freebase categories is estimated using a Naive Bayesian classifier. We first calculate
the probability of a term ti generated by a category cu via:
P
ok ∈cu tf (e(ok ), ti )
P
p(ti |cu ) =
ok ∈cu |e(ok )|
where ok ∈ cu refers to objects in category cu .
Using Bayes’ rule, the probability of term ti belonging to
category cu under uniform priors is:
p(ti |cu )
.
cu ∈C p(ti |cu )

p(cu |ti ) = P

Similarly, the category distribution of a query q is:
Y
p(q|cu ) =
p(ti |cu ),
ti ∈q

p(q|cu )
.
cu ∈C p(q|cu )

p(cu |q) = P

The similarity between the two distributions p(cu |ti ) and
p(cu |q) is evaluated by negative Jensen-Shannon divergence:
1
1
sc (ti ) = − KL(p(C|q)||p(C|q, ti )) − KL(p(C|ti )||p(C|q, ti ))
2
2
where:
1
p(C|q, ti ) = (p(C|q) + p(C|ti ))
2
and KL(·||·) is the KL divergence between two distributions.
sc (ti ) is the expansion score for a term ti . We use a min-max
normalization to re-range all sc (ti ) into [0, 1].

Table 2: Unsupervised Query Expansion Methods Using
Freebase.

Select by PRF
Select by Category

Link by Search
FbSearchPRF
FbSearchCat

Link by FACC1
FbFaccPRF
FbFaccCat

As a result, we have two methods that link related Freebase objects to a query, and two methods to select expansion
terms from linked objects. They together form four unsupervised expansion methods, as listed in Table 2.

4.2

Supervised Expansion Using Freebase

Different object linking and term selection algorithms
have different strengths. Object search links objects that are
directly related to the query by keyword matching. FACC1
annotation provides objects that are more related in meanings and does not require exact textual matches. In expansion term selection, PRF picks terms that frequently appear
in objects’ descriptions. The category similarity method selects terms that have similar distributions with the query
in Freebase’s categories. They together provide three scores
describing the relationship between a query-term pair: tf.idf
Pseudo Relevance Feedback score in retrieved objects, tf.idf
Pseudo Relevance Feedback score in top retrieved documents’ FACC1 annotations, and a negative Jensen-Shannon
divergence score between category distributions.
The three scores are used as features for a supervised
model that learns how to select better expansion terms. All
terms in linked objects’ descriptions are used as candidates
for query expansion. The ground truth score for a candidate
term is generated by its influence on retrieved documents,
when used for expansion individually. If a term increases
the ranking scores of relevant documents, or decreases the
ranking scores of irrelevant documents, it is considered to
be a good expansion term, and vice versa.
The influence of a term ti over retrieved documents is
calculated as:
1 X
(f (q + ti , dj ) − f (q, dj ))
y(ti ) =
|R|
dj ∈R

−

1 X
(f (q + ti , dj ) − f (q, dj ))
|R̄|
dj ∈R̄

where R and R̄ are the sets of relevant and irrelevant documents in relevance judgments. f (q, dj ) is the ranking score
for document dj and query q in the base retrieval model.
f (q + ti , dj ) is the ranking score for dj when the query is
expanded using expansion term ti individually. Binary labels are constructed using y(t). Terms with y(t) > 0 are
treated as good expansion terms and the rest as bad expansion terms.
Our ground truth label generation is a little different than
Cao et al.’s [4]. Their labels were generated by a term’s influence on documents’ ranking positions: if relevant documents
are moved up or irrelevant document are moved down by a
term, it is considered a good expansion term, otherwise a
bad one. In comparison, we use influence on ranking scores
which reflect an expansion term’s effectiveness more directly.
Our preliminary experiments also confirm that both their
method and our method work better with our ground truth
labels.

We used a linear SVM classifier to learn the mapping from
the three features of a term t to its binary label. To get the
expansion weights, we used the probabilistic version of SVM
in the LibSVM [7] toolkit to predict the probability of a term
being a good expansion term. The predicted probabilities
are used as terms’ expansion scores, and those terms with
highest scores are selected for query expansion.

4.3

Ranking with Expansion Terms

We use the selected expansion terms and their scores to
re-rank the retrieved documents with the RM model [17]:
X
f ∗ (dj , q) = wq f (q, dj ) + (1 − wq )(
s(ti )f (ti , dj ))). (4)
ti ∈T
∗

In Equation 4, f (q, dj ) is the final ranking score to re-rank
documents. f (q, dj ) and f (ti , dj ) are the ranking scores generated by the base retrieval model, e,g, BM25 or query likelihood, for query q and the expansion term ti respectively. wq
is the weight on the original query. T is the set of selected
expansion terms and s(ti ) is the expansion score of the term
ti . Expansion scores are normalized so that the scores of a
query’s expansion terms sum to one.

5.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

In this section we introduce our experimental methodology, including dataset, retrieval model, baselines, hyperparameters, and evaluation metrics.
Dataset: Our experiments use ClueWeb09, TREC Web
Track 2009-2012 adhoc task queries and the relevance judgments provided by TREC annotators. This dataset models a
real web search scenario: queries are selected from the search
log from Bing, and ClueWeb09 is a widely used web corpus
automatically crawled from the internet by Carnegie Mellon
University. ClueWeb09 is known to be a hard dataset for
query expansion [3, 13, 14], because it is much noisier than
carefully edited corpora like the Wall-street Journal, news
and government web sets.
We use Category B of ClueWeb09 and index it using
the Indri search engine [25]. Typical INQUERY stopwords
are removed before indexing. Documents and queries are
stemmed using the Krovetz stemmer [16]. Spam filtering is
very important for ClueWeb09 and we filter the 70% most
spammy documents using the Waterloo spam score [12].
We retrieved Freebase objects, and fetched their descriptions using the Google Freebase API on July 16th, 2014. Entity linking from documents to entities are found in FACC1
annotation [1], which was published in June 2013. Corpus
statistics such as term IDF and categories’ language models were calculated from the April 13th, 2014 Freebase RDF
dump.
Retrieval Model: We use Indri’s language model [20] as
our base retrieval model. The ranking score of a document is
the probability of its language model generating the query.
Dirichlet smoothing is applied to avoid zero probability and
incorporate corpus statistics:
1 X tf (dj , ti ) + µp(ti |C)
,
(5)
p(q|dj ) =
|q| t ∈q
|dj | + µ
i

where p(ti |C) is the probability of seeing term ti in the whole
corpus, and µ is the parameter controlling the smoothing
strength, set to the Indri default: 2500.

Baselines: We compare our four unsupervised expansion
methods (as listed in Table 2) and the supervised method
described in Section 4.2 (FbSVM) with several baselines. The
first baseline is the Indri language model (IndriLm) as in
Equation 5. All relative performances and Win/Loss evaluations of other methods are compared with IndriLm if without specific reference. Our second baseline is the Sequential
Dependency Model (SDM) [21], a strong competitor in TREC
Web Tracks.
We also include two well-known state-of-the-art query expansion methods as baselines. The first one is Pseudo Relevance Feedback on Wikipedia (RmWiki) [3, 14, 27]. We indexed the Oct 1st 2013 Wikipedia dump using same setting
we used for ClueWeb09. Standard Indri PRF with the IDF
component [14] was performed to select expansion terms.
The other query expansion baseline is the supervised
query expansion (SVMPRF) [4]. We extracted the 10 features
described in their paper, and trained an SVM classifier to
select good expansion terms. We used our term level ground
truth labels as discussed in Section 4.2, because their model
performs better with our labels. Following their paper, the
RBF kernel was used, which we also found necessary for that
method to be effective.
For clarity and brevity, we do not show comparison with
other methods such as RM3 [17], Mixture Model [26], or
EQFE [13] because they all perform worse on ClueWeb09
than RmWiki and SDM in our experiment, previous TREC
competitions [14], or in their published papers.
Parameter Setting: Hyper parameters in our experiment, including the number of expansion terms
(M), number of objects (K) in Freebase linked for expansion, and number of PRF documents for RmWiki
and SVMPRF, are selected by maximizing the performance on training folds in a five-fold cross validation. The number of expansion terms is selected from
{1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}, the number
of entities is selected from {1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50}
and the number of PRF documents is selected from
{5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}.
Parameters of SVM in supervised expansion (FbSVM and
SVMPRF) are selected by another five-fold cross validation. In
each of the five folds of the outside cross validation that were
used to select expansion parameters, we performed a second
level cross validation to select the parameters of SVM. The
explored range of cost c of linear kernel and RBF kernel
is {0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100}. The range of γ in RBF kernel is
{0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 10000}.
To keep the experiment tractable, other parameters were
fixed following conventions in previous work [4, 14, 27]. The
weight of the original query wq is set to 0.5, and the re-rank
depth is 1000. We chose re-ranking instead of retrieval again
in the whole index because the latter is very expensive with
the large set of expansion terms and did not show any significant difference in our experiments. When using FACC1
annotations to link objects, we used the FACC1 annotations
in the top 20 retrieved documents provide by IndriLm. The
candidate terms for FbSVM were generated from the top 20
retrieved objects and top 20 linked FACC1 annotations. To
reduce noise in object description, we ignored terms that
contained less than three characters.
Evaluation Metric. Our methods re-ranked the top retrieved documents, so we mainly focus evaluation on the top
20 documents in the re-ranked list. We chose ERR@20 as

Table 3: Performance of unsupervised expansion using Freebase. Relative gain is calculated using ERR over IndriLm.
Win/Loss/Tie is the number of queries helped, hurt, and not changed comparing with IndriLm. †, ‡, § and ¶ mark the
statistic significant improvements (p < 0.05) over IndriLm, SDM, RmWiki and SVMPRF respectively. The best results in each
column are marked bold.
Method
IndriLm
SDM
RmWiki
SVMPRF
FbSearchPRF
FbSearchCat
FbFaccPRF
FbFaccCat

MAP@20
0.357
0.387†
0.362
0.367
0.436†,‡,§,¶
0.421†,‡,§,¶
0.428†,‡,§,¶
0.400†,§,¶

NDCG@20
0.147
0.166†
0.161†
0.158†
0.186†,‡,§,¶
0.182†,‡,§,¶
0.184†,‡,§,¶
0.173†

our main evaluation metric, which is the main metric of the
TREC Web Track adhoc task. We also show the evaluation
results for MAP@20 and NDCG@20.

6.

EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section, we first discuss the average performance of
our unsupervised expansion methods using Freebase, comparing with current state-of-the-art baselines. Then we evaluate our supervised expansion method. Besides average performances, we also analysis our methods’ robustness at the
individual query level. We conclude our analysis with case
studies and discussions.

6.1

Performance of Unsupervised Expansion

The average performances on MAP, NDCG and ERR are
shown in Table 3. The relative gain and Win/Loss ratio
are compared with IndriLm on ERR. Statistical significance
tests are performed using the Permutation test. Labels †, ‡, §
and ¶ indicate statistical significance (p < 0.05) over IndriLm, SDM, RmWiki and SVMPRF respectively.
Our unsupervised expansion methods outperform all
state-of-the-art baselines by large margins for all evaluation metrics. All the gains over IndriLm are statistically
significant, while SVMPRF and RmWiki are only significantly
better on NDCG. Three of the methods, FbSearchPRF, FbSearchCat and FbFaccPRF, are significantly better than all
baselines. FbFaccCat’s improvements do not always pass
the statistical significance test, even when the relative gains
are almost 10%. This reflects the high variance of query
expansion methods, which is addressed in Section 6.3.
Comparing the performances of our methods, linking objects by search works better than by FACC1 annotations,
and selecting expansion terms by PRF works better than
using category similarity. One possible reason is that objects from FACC1 annotation are noisier because they rely
on the quality of top retrieved documents. Also the category similarity suffers because suitable categories for query
or terms may not exist.
We further compare our unsupervised expansion methods at the query level. The results are shown in Table 4.
Each cell shows the comparison between the method in the
row and the method in the column. The three numbers
are the number of queries in which the row method performs better (win), worse (loss), and equally (tie) with the
column method respectively. The results demonstrate that
our methods do perform differently. The two most similar

ERR@20
0.116
0.122†
0.114
0.125
0.152†,‡,§,¶
0.144†,‡,§,¶
0.145†,‡,§,¶
0.136†,‡,§

Relative Gain
NA
5.52%
−1.70%
8.00%
30.80%
23.99%
24.71%
17.25%

Win/Loss/Tie
NA
58/27/115
67/72/61
63/72/65
84/30/86
67/43/90
97/55/48
88/67/45

methods are FbSearchPrf and FbSearchCat, doing the same
on 80 queries out of 200. But 36 queries have no returned
objects from the Google Search API, on which two methods retreat to IndriLm. Otherwise our four unsupervised
methods perform the same for at most 49 queries.
These results showed the different strengths of our unsupervised methods. The next experiment investigates
whether they can be combined for further improvements by
a supervised method.

6.2

Performance of Supervised Expansion

The performance of our supervised method FbSVM, which
utilized the evidence from our unsupervised methods, is
shown in Table 5. To investigate whether the combination of multiple sources of evidence is useful, we conduct
statistical significance tests between FbSVM with our unsupervised methods. †, ‡, § and ¶ indicates statistical significance in the permutation test over FbSearchPRF, FbSearchCat,FbFaccPRF and FbFaccCat correspondingly.
The results demonstrate that evidence from different aspects of Freebase can be combined for further improvements:
FbSVM outperforms IndriLm by as much as 42%. Statistical
significance is observed over our unsupervised methods on
N DCG, but not always on M AP and ERR. We have also
run statistical significance tests between FbSVM and all other
baselines, which are all statistically significant as expected.
FbSVM and SVMPRF differ in their candidate terms and features. FbSVM selects terms from Freebase, while SVMPRF selects from web corpus. FbSVM uses features from Freebase’s
linked objects’ descriptions and categories, while FbSVM uses
term distribution and proximity in top retrieved documents
from web corpus. Table 6 shows the quality of candidate
terms from two sources. Surprisingly, Freebase’ candidate
terms are slightly weaker in quality (39.4% vs. 41.4%) and
there are more of them. However, FbSVM’s classification Precision is about 10% relatively better than SVMPRF, as shown
in Table 7. The Recall of FbSVM is lower, but FbSVM still
picks more good expansion terms given the larger number
of good candidate terms in Freebase.
Nevertheless, the marginal gains of FbSVM over our best
performing unsupervised method FbSearchPRF are not as
high as expected. Our preliminary analysis shows that one
possible reason is the features between query and terms are
limited, i.e. only three dimensions. Another possible reason
is the way of using the supervised information (document
relevance judgments). Document relevance judgments are
used to generate labels at the term level using heuristics,

Table 4: The query level Win/Loss/Tie comparison between our methods. Each cell shows the number of queries helped
(Win), damaged (Loss) and not changed (Tie) by row method over column method.

FbSearchPRF
FbSearchCat
FbFaccPRF
FbFaccCat

FbSearchPRF
NA/NA/NA
47/73/80
74/82/44
65/95/40

FbSearchCat
73/47/80
NA/NA/NA
86/72/42
72/87/41

FbFaccPRF
82/74/44
72/86/42
NA/NA/NA
67/84/49

FbFaccCat
95/65/40
87/72/41
84/67/49
NA/NA/NA

Table 5: Performance of supervised expansion using Freebase. Relative gain and Win/Loss/Tie are calculated comparing with
IndriLm on ERR. †, ‡, § and ¶ mark the statistically significant improvements over FbSearchPRF, FbSearchCat,FbFaccPRF
and FbFaccCat respectively. Best results in each column are marked bold.
Method
FbSearchPRF
FbSearchCat
FbFaccPRF
FbFaccCat
FbSVM

MAP@20
0.436
0.421
0.428
0.400
0.444

NDCG@20
0.186
0.182
0.184
0.173
0.199†,‡,§,¶

while the final document ranking is still computed using
unsupervised retrieval models. A more powerful machine
learning framework seems necessary to better utilize Freebase information. This would be a good topic for further
research.

6.3

ERR@20
0.152
0.144
0.145
0.136
0.165‡,§,¶

Win/Loss/Tie
84/30/86
67/43/90
97/55/48
88/67/45
96/63/41

Table 6: Candidate term quality from top retrieved documents (Web Corpus) and linked objects’ descriptions (Freebase). Good and bad refer to the number of terms that
have positive and negative influences on ranking accuracy
respectively.
Source
Web corpus
Freebase

Query Level Analysis

A common disadvantage of query expansion methods is
their high variances: they often hurt as many queries as
helped. To evaluate the robustness of our methods, we compare the query level performance of each method versus IndriLm and record the Win/Loss/Tie numbers. The results
are listed in the last columns of Tables 3 and 5. Table 3
shows that SDM, which is widely recognized as effective across
many datasets, is reasonably robust and hurts only half as
many queries as it helps. It also does not change the performance of 115 queries partly because 53 of them only contain
one term on which nothing can be done by SDM. In comparison, RmWiki and SVMPRF hurt more queries than they help,
which is consistent with observations in prior work [8].
Our methods have much better Win/Loss ratios than
baseline query expansion methods. When selecting terms
using PRF from linked objects’ descriptions, FbSearchPRF
and FbFaccPRF improve almost twice as many queries as they
hurt. The variance of term selection by category is higher,
but FbSearchCat and FbFaccCat still improve at least 30%
more queries than they hurt. Linking by object retrieval has
slightly better Win/Loss ratios than by FACC1 annotation,
but it also helps a smaller number of queries. One reason
is that for some long queries, their is no object retrieved by
Google API.
More details of query level performance can be found in
Figure 2. The x-axis is the bins of relative performances on
ERR compared with IndriLm. The y-axis is the number of
queries that fall into corresponding bins. If the performance
is the same for a query, we put it into 0 bin. If a query is
helped by 0 to 20%, we put it into bin 20%, etc. Figure
2 confirms the robustness of our methods. Especially for
FbSearchPRF and FbFaccPRF, more queries are helped,
less queries are hurt, and much less queries are extremely
damaged.

Relative Gain
30.80%
23.99%
24.71%
17.25%
42.42%

Good
9, 263
19, 247

Bad
13, 087
29, 396

Good Fraction
41.4%
39.6%

Table 7: Classification performance of supervised methods.
Method
SVMPRF
FbSVM

Precision
0.5154
0.5609

Recall
0.0606
0.0400

FbSVM’s robustness is average among our expansion methods, and is better than RmWiki and SDM. Fewer queries fall
into bin 0, as it is rare that none of our evidence affects a
query. However the number of damaged queries is not reduced. One possible reason is that the ground truth we used
to train the SVM classifier is the individual performance of
each candidate term, and only the average performance is
considered in model training/testing. As a result, our model
might focus more on improving average performance but not
on reducing risk.

6.4

Case Study and Discussion

To further understand the properties of our object linking
and term selection methods, Table 8 lists the queries that are
most helped or hurt by different combinations of methods.
The ↑ row shows the most helped queries and ↓ row shows
those most hurt3 . The comparison is done on ERR compared
to IndriLm too.
Table 8 shows the different advantages of linking by object search and FACC1 annotation. For example, the query
‘fybromyalgia’ is damaged by FbFaccPRF, while improved
by FbSearchPRF and FbSearchCat. The FACC1 annotation
3

More details including linked objects and expansion
terms are available at http://boston.lti.cs.cmu.edu/
appendices/ICTIR2015/.
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SDM
RmWiki
SVMPRF
FbSearchPRF
FbSearchCat
FbFaccPRF
FbFaccCat
FbSVM

Number of Queries
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0

−100% −80% −60% −40% −20%

0

20%

40%

60%

80%

100% 100%+

Relative ERR@20 Gain/Loss Compared with IndriLm

Figure 2: Query level relative performance. X-axis is the bins of relative performance on ERR compared with IndriLm.
Y-axis is the number of queries that fall into each bin. Bin 0 refers to queries that were not changed, 20% refers to queries
that improved between (0%, 20%], etc. The left-to-right ordering of histograms in each cell corresponds to the top-to-bottom
ordering of methods shown in the key.

leads to a set of weakly related objects, like doctors and
organizations focused on diseases, which generate overlygeneral expansion terms. Instead, object search is precise
and returns the object about ‘fybromyalgia’. Sometimes the
generality of FACC1 annotations can help instead. For example, for query ‘rock art’ whose main topic is about rock
painting, object search links to objects about rock music,
while FACC1 annotation is more general and links to related objects for both rock painting and rock music.
Our two term selection methods also have different behaviors. An exemplary case is the query ‘computer programming’, on which FbSearchPRF and FbFaccPRF perform very
well, while FbSearchCat and FbFaccCat do not. The linked
objects of two methods are both reasonable: object search
links to mostly programming languages, and FACC1 annotation brings in programming languages, textbooks and professors. With the good quality of linked objects, PRF selects
good expansion terms from their descriptions. However, category similarity picks terms like: ‘analysis’, ‘science’, ‘application’ and ‘artificial’, which are too general for this query.
The granularity of the Freebase ontology’s first level is too
coarse for some queries, and lower levels are hard to use due
to insufficient instances. Nevertheless, when the linked objects are noisy, like for the query ‘sore throat’, the category
information helps pick more disease related terms using the
‘/medicine’ category and provides better performance.
Some queries difficult for all methods. For example, ‘wedding budget calculator’ contains the entities ‘wedding’, ‘budget’ and ‘calculator’, but actually refers to the concept ‘wedding budget’ and how to calculate it. Similar cases are ‘tangible personal property tax’ and ‘income tax return online’,
whose meanings cannot be represented by a single Freebase
object.
There are also queries on which Freebase is very powerful. For example, the query ‘UNC’ asks for the campuses
of the University of North Carolina. Freebase contains multiple objects about UNC campuses, and campuses of other
related universities, which generate good expansion terms.

Freebase is also very effective for ‘Figs’, ‘Atari’, ‘Hoboken’
and ‘Korean Language’, whose meanings are described thoroughly by linked Freebase objects.
To sum up, our object linking and term selection methods utilize different parts of Freebase, and thus have different
specialties. In object linking, object search is aggressive and
can return the exact object for a query, when there are no
ambiguities. FACC1 annotation relies on top retrieved documents and usually links to a set of related objects. Thus it
is a better choice for queries with ambiguous meanings. In
term selection, Pseudo Relevance Feedback via tf.idf directly
reflects the quality of linked objects, and is better when the
linked objects are reasonable. In contrast, category similarity offers a second chance to pick good expansion terms from
noisy linked objects, when proper category definition exists
for the query. FbSVM offers a preliminary way to combine
the strength from different evidence and does provide additional improvements, however, more sophisticate methods
that better use supervision and richer evidence from Freebase are possible for for future research.
Our work and EQFE by Dalton et al. [13] both focus on
exploring the effectiveness of Freebase in improving information retrieval. One difference is that EQFE uses the entity’s name, alias, and category names as possible expansion
phrases, while we select terms from the linked entity’s descriptions. Our techniques are also different: EQFE enumerates explored evidence to generate many features, and relies
on a learning to rank model to handle them; our methods
use classic query expansion techniques like pseudo relevance
feedback, distributions of category language models, and
term level supervised expansion. We also perform differently
in different datasets: EQFE works better on a cleaner corpus (Robust04) while ours works better on a noisier corpus
(ClueWeb09). Further study of the differences and strengths
of these two approaches may lead to more general methods
that can work well under multiple scenarios in future research.

Table 8: The queries most helped and hurt by our methods. ↑ row shows the five most-helped queries for each method, and
↓ shows the most-hurt queries.

↑

↓

7.

FbSearchPRF
porterville
hobby stores
fybromyalgia
computer programming
figs
von willebrand disease
website design hosting
403b
ontario california airport
rock art

FbSearchCat
unc
porterville
fybromyalgia
bellevue
figs
rock art
espn sports
ontario california airport
computer programming
bobcat

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we use Freebase, a large public knowledge
base, in query expansion, a classic and widely studied information retrieval task. We present several simple yet effective
methods to utilize different Freebase information, including
annotation, description and category. We decompose the
expansion problem into two components. The first component links Freebase objects to queries using keyword based
retrieval, or an object’s frequency in FACC1 annotations.
The second component uses information about linked objects to select expansion terms. We develop two implementations including a tf.idf based Pseudo Relevance Feedback
algorithm, and an algorithm that selects terms whose distributions in Freebase categories are similar with the query’s.
Finally, a supervised model is trained to combine evidence
from multiple expansion methods. Our experiments on the
ClueWeb09 dataset and TREC Web Track queries demonstrate that our methods are almost 30% more effective than
previous state-of-the-art expansion systems. In addition,
some of our methods significantly increases the win/loss ratios by reducing the number of damaged queries by 50%. To
the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to show the
effectiveness of Freebase for query expansion on the widely
used web ClueWeb09 corpus.
This work only focused on a single dataset, albeit a dataset
has been difficult for other query expansion methods. Previous query expansion methods have been very successful on
cleaner corpora, but few of them work well on ClueWeb09.
Future research must investigate the generality of our methods on a wider variety of datasets. Analyzing the differences
between our methods and previous methods, and perhaps
combining them, may lead to a better expansion system.
Entity linking is a widely studied topic, but previous research mostly focused on linking entities to documents, while
linking entities to queries is more challenging due to the
lower quality of query string. Recently the SIGIR 2014 Entity Retrieval and Disambiguation Challenge (ERD ’14 ) [6]
workshop provided web queries and documents with ‘gold
standard’ Freebase annotations to promote research on identifying Freebase entities in different types of text. It would
be beneficial to introduce better query object linking algorithms into our systems.
We have experimented with using a term’s tf.idf score and
category distribution information to select good expansion
terms. One can use additional Freebase resources to derive
more features for term selection, for example, relationships,

FbFaccPRF
signs of a heartattack
computer programming
figs
idaho state flower
hip fractures
wedding budget calculator
poem in your pocket day
fybromyalgia
ontario california airport
becoming a paralegal

FbFaccCat
porterville
idaho state flower
bellevue
flushing
atari
poem in your pocket day
ontario california airport
computer programming
bobcat
blue throated hummingbird

attributes, and the contexts of FACC1 annotations in web
corpus.
Last but not least, when combining evidence from different resources, our model FbSVM only considers average performance and ignores reducing the risk. Fancier models can
be developed for better average performance and lower risk
at the same time. Extracting more evidence from Freebase
about controlling the risk is another potential way to better
utilize the rich and complex data in Freebase.
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